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Masked Face Analysis detects faces in the 
images and then accurately provide age, 
gender and emotions for the faces with 





Multi-Task Deep learning is a subfield of 
Machine Learning in which a shared model 
learns several tasks at the same time 
using Deep neural networks.
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Motivation
• Difficult to convey emotion with the mask.
• Predicting face with the mask.
• Face Analysis with the mask.
• Lack of Masked Face dataset.
• Multi-task deep learning over single CNNs.





The above picture depicts the flow of the dataset creation (a) is the original image from the 
FG-NET dataset (b) image rendered with 69 facial landmark key points (c) selected 
landmark points to create mask (d) mask rendered and face cropped by taking min and 
max (e) logo added.




The table explains about the 




Dataset on different 
methods
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Single models and Multi-task model
• Three Separate CNN models 
• Single input, single class output.
• Different classifications.
5.1
• Single input, single multi class 
output.
• Shared layers.
• Predicting multiple classes at the 
same time on one single model.  
CNN vs 
ResNet-152
• 7,654 parameters in CNN (a)








The learning curves of both backbones 
(a) & (b); the orange color represents 
age-train and the dark blue color 
represents age-validate, the maroon 
color represents gender-train and the
sky blue color represents gender-
validate, the pink color represents
6.1
Comparison of different tested methods
The dataset was tested on different methods such as PCA (Principal Component Analysis), 




CNN performs much better than any other methods like LBP or eigen faces 
chaining PCA using SVM (Support Vector Machine)
Multi-task learning obtained better research accuracy than single 
models.
Pre trained model with higher parameters outperforms other methods.
Detect landmark points with the face 
mask.
Further implementation from 
detecting from human face to body.
Overcome the limitations of the 




Difference between cropped and not cropped face
Thank You
Any Questions?
